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You have just entered the low-desert
country of Pinto Basin..... a place of extremes. As
summer approaches the basin begins to pulsate
with heat waves that will exceed I 15°F daily. The
sea of creosote bushes appears like a mirage of
shimmering green. and the mountains are trans-
formed into a haze of flickering blue. Seldom does
more than a mere four inches of rain fall here within
a years time.

Yet life persists against seemingly impossible
odds. The plants and animals of the Pinto Basin
have developed some unbelievable adaptations to
solve the problems presented by these extremes.
You may also be surprised to discover the close
relationship between the living things of the Chona
Cactus Garden. .

Be on guard because chollas 'Jump". At the
slightest touch the spines penetrate the flesh and are
extracted only with difficulty and extreme pain. Pliers
are usually required. Be especially watchful of small
children and pets. Please remember that dogs must
be on a leash in the Monument.

jumping teddy bears
Across most of Pinto Basin the predominant

plant is the Creosote bush. but in a few areas.
the cholla (pronounced. choy-ya) cactus domin-
ates the landscape. This species of cholla has many
common names but the one most widely used is
the Bigelow cholla. Botanists refer to it as Opuntia
Bigelovii. From a distance the top joints appear to
be covered with soft. silvery bristles giving it the
name "Teddy bear" cholla. Each of the spines are
tipped with microscopic barbs and if one tries to
"hug the bear" or accidently brushes up against it.
the spines will drive deep into the skin causing the
joint to detach and stay with you. Then the reliability
of the second nickname "Jumping" cholla sudden-
ly becomes apparent. Despite all the evidence to the
contrary. the Jumping cholla cannot jump. It is simp-
ly a very painful illusion ... "the thorn is quicker than
the thigh."

the desert woodrat
Be it ever so thorny there is no place like

home. The industrious builder of this prickly nest is
the Desert woodrar. better known by the name of

packrat. This small rat iswell
adapted to areas where

there is little water.
He can derive sufficient

moisture from the various
~~ plants and seeds which he

eats.Can you see the natural
"armor" that the rat protects his

home with? The cholla joints
also line the runways to his nest.

~_? These spiny joints protect against
_=-- such natural enemies as coyotes

and ringtails. Fortunately the cactus
does not prevent snakes from

reaching the packrar dens.
Several species of snakes
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feed on the young, helping to keep the packrat
numbers in balance with the community.

Woodrats areseldom seen during daylight hours.
As soon as night falls the woodrats are out scrambl-
ing with remarkable ease over the cholla cactuses.
While gathering their food they often become stuck
by a cholla joint. Rather than struggle, the woodrat
patiently turns and pulls out the joint with its teeth.

These large woodrat nests in the Cholla Cactus
Garden many times have three to four woodrats in
them. huddled close for warmth.

5 a calico cactus? ?
This multi-colored cactus derives its name

from the calico cat. The spine color varies from light
brown to strawberry red-similar to the coat of a
calico cat. Besides being beautiful. the spines serve
several purposes. They protect the plant from ani-
mals, they shade the cactus to prevent overheating
and reduce the drying effects of the wind.

In the springtime, the cactus may be covered
with bright pink flowers. The cactus flower's startling
color makes it quite visible in contrast to its desert
surroundings.

The calico cactus favors alluvial slopes which
provide good drainage. These areas are commonly
found in the upper Colorado and Mohave deserts.

4 journey through
time ....

In the desert, local geology is easy to see and en-
joy because of the lack of heavy vegetation. On the
edge of Pinto Basin where the Cholla Cactus Garden
is located we have a chance to view a piece of geo-
logic time.

The Pinto Basin was formed by the surrounding
fault lifted mountains and the subsequent erosion.
The sand and gravel fans extending from the can-
yon mouths and into the basin are slowly filling it in.
Over thousands of years the two erosive forces of
water and gravity accomplish their task slowly but
their power makes significant changes in the land-
scape. These mountain ranges were once very tall
but now their bases are buried in their own rubble.
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3 buckhorn cholla
Another common cactus of the Colorado

desert is the Buckhorn tholla (Opuntla acantho-
carpa). Like all cholla species, Buckhorn has a
woody, supportive central stem. This tubular, skele-
ton remains standing in place for years after the
death and decay of the succulent portions of the
cactus, a stark reminder of this harsh environment.

the climbing
milkweed ...

Disguised with a cover of Climbing Milk
weed, the Teddy bear cholla is hard to recog-
nize. This vine is a member of the milkweed
family. It uses other plants for support when
growing. If the vine gets thick and heavy enough
it may kill the supporting plant. Climbing milkweed
blooms in the mid-spring and mature seed pods
follow within one month.
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longed heat and dryness. The roots of tbeCreosote
bush reach deeply for moisture and also remain
near the surface to absorb any brief rainfall. But this
dual system cannot always keep pace with the rate
of water loss occurring through the leaves. when
water loss exceeds moisture availability some of the
small waxy leaves are shed in sets. The first set to
drop is the fresh. light green spring growth. This oc-
curs in mid-summer leaving the dark. olive green
leaves behind. These leaves remain on the plant
throughout most of the year. They are the principal
source of the bush's aromatic odor. But if drought
continues. these leaves will also be shed. The third
and last set of leaves left on the sparsely covered
bush are brown and hard. They are able to continue
functioning even during the severest drought.

Lizards and snakes often take refuge from the
hot sun in the shade of the Creosote bush. Burrows
of kangaroo rats and other rodents are found near
the roots which help support the passages.

The high quality of oil that is commercially extracted
from Jojoba seeds grown on farms. is used for beauty
products and lubricating of precision instruments.

One often finds the little White-tailed Antelope
Ground Squirrel rummaging through the branches
of this desert shrub gathering and eating the fresh
nuts. This small animal helps injojoba reproduction
by storing the seeds just under the soil, which may
later sprout and grow. The young seedlings and
mature leaves are often browsed by Mule deer and
Bighorn sheep.

why are cactuses
here?

Cactuses are abundant only in places where
water supplies are seasonally plentiful. Such condi-
tions exist in the higher desert ranges and on many
of the alluvial fans, where washes carry the rapid
runoff of summer cloudbursts and winter rains.
Loose gravels and rock crevices where percolation
is good, are very necessary for prolific growth. This
accounts for the distribution of cactuses. Theirwide-
spread absence in the basins, is due to highly com-
pacted sand and gravel.
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Goatnut is found here and throughout the upper
desert of the Monument. Unlike most desert plants,
this shrub has fairly large evergreen leaves. The
leaves are covered with thousands of tiny white
hairs to prevent heating and water loss. The leaves
stand almost vertical when the sun is directly over-
head, reducing the amount of light they receive.

Another interesting aspect of the Jojoba is that
male and female flowers are borne on separate
plants. The female flower, when pollinated. ripens
into a single oily nut which tastes much like a filbert.
but is slightly bitter due to the presence of tannins.
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Among the list of anima
of the cholla no threat are
cactus without so much as
pick a spot. They simply
drop their legs. fold their
and alight. The thicket~
branches provide a we
ed nesting site for many

cactus wrens. one of
the largest wrens in the
world. nest almost exclu-
sively in different species
of cholla cactus. Through-
out the Colorado desert
their football shaped nest
of straw is often found with
its characteristic side tunnel en-
trance. The nest is formed
by an interwoven network of
slender stems and branches
of wildflowers. These nests are malile
so sturdily they can last many years.
Like the woodrats. Cactus wrens congre:-'
gate into groups of three or four for warmth
during the cold winter months.

I ~§~~~e~h~
are sometimes concerned about'
burned the cactus. But the truth Is. t
burned. The dark. brown color of t
and trunk is due to the dead discoid!'
new stem segments become older
readily from the parent plant. This Is
most effeCtive methods of vegetative
The detached joints will quickly d
grow into new individuals. Many
ductive process occurs right at the
tus.Cholla cactus do flower and pr
these are usually sterile.Thejolnts
on many desert animals. who 1:.1

them great distances before they fa
new cholla colony.






